This schematic is intended to provide an outline for designing your system. Complete instructions for installation can be found in our “Planning & Installation Guide”, which can be found on our website.

Steering Components:

1 FIG. 336-5-211T Classic pedestal steerer/tapered
1 FIG. 647ST-24-5 Dished destroyer wheel
1 FIG. 77103 Chain & wire rope kit w/hardware (was 774-2S1589)
  (1.5ft #50 chain, 9ft 3/16” 7x19 305 SS wire rope)
1 FIG. 776AL-4AL Adjustable crossed wire idler
1 FIG. 777-8 Radial drive wheel
4 FIG. 646-4HEX Pedestal mounting bolts
(A FIG. 697 stuffing box/bearing may be required)